
Arcam launches next-generation A/V receivers featuring Dirac
Live® technology
Uppsala, Sweden – November 12, 2015. Audio technology company Dirac Research announces that Arcam’s latest audio and
video receivers, AVR550, AVR850 and SR250, will feature Dirac Live® room correction technology. The aim is to deliver improved
sound in home theaters.

The listening room is often the weakest link of a home theater sound system. Recognising the need for a solution, Arcam now introduces the
world-leading digital room correction technology Dirac Live® in its new line of advanced audio and video receivers. Dirac Live® for Arcam is an
advanced patented technology that analyses the speakers and room and automatically corrects unwanted colorations with the purpose of
achieving optimised sound - a process called digital room correction.

- Your listening room is actually one of the most important components of your sound system. This is why digital room correction helps so
much in improving the sound quality. We are excited that Arcam selected Dirac Live for their new range of receivers and saw a great match
with their heritage and commitment to providing audio enthusiasts with the best technologies to enable excellent sound, said Mathias
Johansson, CEO of Dirac Research.

- Dirac Live for Arcam will provide users with world class precision room equalisation with amazingly transparent results, said Charlie Brennan,
Arcam’s CEO.

Some of the features of the Arcam AVR550, AVR850 and SR250 include:

• All the users digital connectivity can be accommodate by the 7 HDMI inputs all capable of HDCP2.2.
• Not only do the new AVRs have two HDMI outputs for the main room, they also have a separate HDMI output for full digital video to a second
fully independent zone.

For further information read more here
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Dirac Research AB is a Swedish research and development company that specializes in high-performance digital sound optimization, room correction,
sound field synthesis and 3D sound. It was founded in 2001 by researchers from the Signals & Systems Group at Uppsala University. With Dirac's
technology, clients such as BMW, Bentley, Rolls Royce and Datasat Digital Entertainment have achieved improved sound quality in their systems. In
addition to its headquarters in Uppsala, the company has also offices in Tokyo, Detroit, Seoul and Shanghai. www.dirac.com


